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and a Pacific - we're a three-ocean country. We're
begnrng to realize that this Pacific seaboard is

more important ta Canadiaus than we realized in the

past. We're beglaning to realize that countries like
japan, liii. China, like Australia, and those on the

Pacific coast of South America, that these are as

important partners for Canadians as the nations
acrais the Atlantic. And we're beginning to realize
that i the Axctic, Canadian interests are very great

and that there is not only ice and barren lands up
there but that there is ail and there are minerais and
there is untold wealth.

And we're beginning ta realize too, in the

cultural sphere, that la francophonie is important

and that part of aur national identity is having a
bilingual country, and that, if it is important that we

remain in the British Commonwealth of natians, it is
important also that we express our identity in the
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their interests diverged or were divergent, well, wi

tacked onto ane or onto the other. Sa befare th(
Second World War we didn't have a very distinc
fareign palicy.

BIRTH 0F NATO

After the Second World War, we were faced with
Europe which was divided into two power blocs
hostile, a Europe which had been impoverished an,
destroyed by war, and we realized that the tension
ini Europe could be the most destructive ones for
Iasting peace. And it's at that tîme that Canad
along with other countries, realizing the principe
threat ta peace was Soviet aggression, helped sE

up NATO as an answer ta that possibility of ai
gression. And it's at that time that NATO was d
veloped as a very important policy for peace in thi
world because Europe at that time, a Europe whic
had been destroyed, 1 repeat, by the war, had ta t
strengthened and had ta be fortified against tC
danzer of ap-pressian. And as a resuit of that, NAT

:aken on a new dimension. Tha'
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